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GCCMerchant.com

 GCC Merchant service is now ready to help businesses accept TheGCCcoin together with 
GCC Shocplub! Let us guide you through some of their functions and equip you with the essential 
know-how. We will explain to you what the GCC Merchant & Shopclub services are and why you 
might want to use them.  
 When you buy products online, you probably use some sort of financial platform that helps 
transfer your money to the seller. It is how buying things online works. Our idea is just as simple, 
but instead of making the users pay transaction fees for the purchases to a third-party financial 
institution (which is often an agent as far as traditional money transfers are concerned) we allow 
the coins to stay with the community. How? Well, we provided our own payment gateway, GCC 
Merchant, which is available to everyone, free and easy to integrate to any business website. 
Plus, transaction fee is much lower than in case of regular money - only 0,88%. We also offer a 
completely unique form of passive income to GCC Affiliates – GCC Shopclub. Add businesses that 
accept TheGCCcoin and expand our catalogue. This is all you need to do to be entitled to new 
transaction fee-sharing option! 
 Now, the global advancement of our cryptocurrency needs tools that will help customers 
spend their coins freely on whichever products and services they wish. By releasing GCC Merchant, 
we have answered this demand and now provide a payment gateway that every business, shop, 
manufacturer, and service on the planet can use along with their business website or webstore to 
accept payments in GCC. That sounds nice, doesn’t it? Join our global community of users today!  

 



Full infrastructure for your business

 TheGCCcoin is a modern green cryptocurrency developed with community sharing in 
mind. It is available on C-CEX exchange market where it can be traded for Bitcoin (BTC) and 
USD, and on Nova Exchange market, where it can be traded for Bitcoin at any time and – if 
necessary - converted to fiat currencies. Our cryptocurrency is assisted by dedicated multiplatform 
downloadable wallets and a web wallet to allow easy transfers, and the GCC Ticker application 
which allows you to follow the current rate. We provide you with full support. 

 People trade TheGCCcoin all over the world. If you are reading this guide, there is a big 
chance you have acquired some coins yourself and are putting your effort to promote them, which 
is totally reasonable and we encourage you to spread the good news. The bigger the turnover, 
the more valuable TheGCCcoin gets. The coin itself has a built-in transaction fee-sharing system. 
Created as the people’s cryptocurrency, it couldn’t be different!

Find links and more information on https://www.thegcc3dgroup.com/



Register and integrate

 Let’s assume you own a shop and have an online store attached to it where your customers 
can buy the newest line of fancy clothing. Your goal would naturally be to reach the largest number 
of customers, so the T-shirts and sneakers you sell get more popular. What steps should you take to 
accept TheGCCcoin and, thus, allow people around the world to buy from you?  

If you own an online store, go to GCC Merchant and register to the service. Here is how to do it:

• Click on Register and provide your personal details. You will then receive a confirmation 
email. Click on the link included in the email to activate your account.   



• Fill in your profile with your personal information and wait for the approval of the request. 
After we have approved your request, you will be able to implement GCC Merchant API 
to your website. It will become available in the API section of your user profile. Integration 
process can be assisted by our support. 

• Read the “How it works” section for more details 
  https://www.gccmerchant.com/user/cms/howitworks



How to pay with TheGCCcoin

 It is all set up, and you are about to receive first purchase orders. What does your customer 
need to do to make a payment with TheGCCcoin? Having added a product to the shop’s cart, 
the customer can choose payment in TheGCCcoin in the checkout section. Your website will 
communicate with our servers through GCC Merchant gateway and the installed API. The 
customers will be provided with the following information:

• The name of the shop that created          
the invoice.

• The amount to pay in GCC.
• The fiat currency price.
• Wallet address, to which the coins          

need to be sent.
• A timer, which shows a countdown          

to invoice expiration.

 The customer needs to pay the calculated amount of GCC and send it to the provided wallet 
address, just like a regular coin transfer.

 And that is how it works from the user perspective. If you have any questions about GCC 
Merchant, please read through the Merchant website – you will find more details there. You can 
also write to us on support@thegcccoin.com

Good luck!



GCC Shopclub.com
Passive income for GCC Affiliates

 GCC Shopclub, a sister platform to GCC Merchant, is our catalogue of businesses that accept 
online payments with TheGCCcoin. It allows global customers to browse the available webshops by 
categories. The platform, however, does much more than just listing retailers. We developed 
a unique program that is addressed only to the Affiliates of The GCC Group, which can become 
a reliable source of passive income in GCC. Get more coins by helping our community grow! 

 If you are acquaint to a business that has a webstore (or conduct such yourself) and you 
know it is interested in accepting TheGCCcoin as a payment option, you can request its registration 
to GCC Shopclub and participate in additional transaction fee-sharing, provided that the stores 
you add have integrated to GCC Merchant. Still, you can add businesses that have declared such 
integration in the future or prefer other means of payment with TheGCCcoin. Our coin, naturally, 
has offered transaction fee-sharing from day one. However, GCC Shopclub will grant you new coins 
even if you are only starting to develop your S.I.N.C. position! 

 Every Affiliate can make a request and get 0,08% of every fee the webstore he or she 
connected pays while making transactions with the use of GCC Merchant. Here is what you can do 
to support TheGCCcoin and get return that depends entirely on the external shop’s sales. Earn extra 
when they earn! This is how we thank you for helping us build the GCC community. 



Connect businesses and profit

 Using the GCC Shopclub service is free and it only requires a single registration to start 
making requests for shops. After the shop (any business, actually) has been approved by our support 
and successfully connected, the Affiliate who added it to our catalogue will be granted 0,08% of 
each fee paid by that shop, provided that the shop has integrated to GCC Merchant. The number 
of businesses that can be added by one Affiliate is unlimited, so is the time over which we will be 
delivering our fee sharing program. Seek for new shops and multiply your income with each new!   

• If you are a registered Affiliate of The GCC Group, log in to GCC Shopclub using your The 
GCC Group account credentials. 



• You are now able to make new requests 
for shops that have declared acceptance of 
TheGCCcoin payments. All you need to do 
is provide shop details. After its successful 
verification by our support, the shop will 
become available in the catalogue.  

• Click on Dashboard to preview the businesses you connected and display statistics for 
commissions. That’s all!  

 The process of connecting shops is highly accessible and it doesn’t require more than just 
adding a shop in order to get profit from shared transaction fees. Passive income has never been 
more approachable! Once a shop has been added, the Affiliate is entitled to a fee share and doesn’t 
need to use any extra efforts. The received GCC will be transferred to the wallet address provided 
in the Affiliate’s backoffice on The GCC Group website. Join others to GCC Shopclub and build the 
community of modern customers!      




